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LINAC 2016 

Where and When? 



LINAC 2016 
9/25 (Sun) ~ 9/30 (Fri)  
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At Kellogg Hotel & Conference Center 

located inside the campus of Michigan 

State University, being walking distance 

from down town, where another hotel 

Marriott is within 15 minutes walk. 

 

Gardening 

professionally cared 

by Agriculture 

Department 

Kayaking and 

surfing from the 

center of campus 



Michigan State University (MSU) with Spartan Spirit 
57,000 people; 47,000 students, 92 sq km; $1.8B annual revenue; 552 buildings 

US No. 4 Biggest University 

FRIB Laboratory 
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Site 

Kellogg Hotel and  

Conference Center 



Banquet – Huntington Club in Spartan Stadium 
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The Club, located on the fourth floor of 

Spartan Stadium, features a sideline view 

(between the 20-yard lines), with padded, 

extra wide chairback seats. Please, look 

forward to Mid West American way of 

entertainment and hospitality: Rock, 

Blues, and Cheer Leaders and Bands  



Outing – Lake Michigan 
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Tour: FRIB at MSU just Approved for Accelerator and 
Experimental Facility Construction 
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SRF high bay is funded by MSU, 

and will be used for FRIB cavity 

processing and cryomodule 

production    

  

Facility for Rare Isotope Beams (FRIB), Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI 48824 USA

This material is based upon work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy Office of Science under Cooperative Agreement DE-SC0000661.

Michigan State University designs and establishes FRIB as a DOE Office of Science National User Facility in support of the mission of the Office of Nuclear Physics.

Y. Zhang, D. Stout, J. Wei

ANALYSIS OF BEAM DAMAGE TO FRIB DRIVER LINAC

ABSTRACT

Damage caused by the particle beam is an important issue in a
superconducting linac. The FRIB driver linac will deliver a beam on
target about 1 mm in diameter, increasing beam power density
significantly compared to other SRF linacs. Because the stopping
power of a heavy ion beam is a few ten times larger than proton or
electron beam, the situation is more severe: at full power, 400 kW, a
uranium beam may cause component damage in less than 40 µs. A
fast response machine protection system is necessary, in addition
to special protection design, very careful linac beam tuning and
operation. In this paper, the temperature rise of niobium and
stainless steel at different incident angles are compared, and
thermal stress analyzed for nominal FRIB beam at different
energies.

INTRODUCTION PROTECTION
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TTF e pulse 50 BCM, BLM

CEBAF e CW 40 BCM, BLM

SNS p pulse 20 RF, BLM

FRIB ion CW ~40 RF, BCM, BLM

Facility for Rare Isotope Beams (FRIB) at Michigan State University will combine with the

existing National Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory (NSCL) the largest campus-based

nuclear research facility in the U.S. The facility includes a driver linac, a production target, an in-

flight fragment separator, gas-stopping stations, and a re-accelerator for fast, stopped and

reaccelerated rare isotope beams. The driver linac will deliver heavy ion beams up to uranium

with energy 200 MeV/u, and beam power on target 400 kW.

The driver linac in a underground tunnel about 9 m deep, and 150 m long, includes 3 linac

segments, 2 folding segments, a stripper and a beam delivery system. Beam energy from 0.5

MeV/u to 200 MeV/u by 80.5 MHz QWRs ( 0.041 and 0.085) and 322 MHz HWRs ( 0.29 and

0.53). SC solenoid in cryomodule provides beam transverse focusing in the linac segments.

THERMAL SHOCK DAMAGE
Thermal shock damage by high power beams to the accelerator components is investigated,

both material melting and yield strength are considered. Beam stopping power in niobium and in

stainless steel are simulated with the Monte-Carlo code, SRIM; beam heating are computed with

a Gaussian distribution for nominal beam size, 1 mm rms radius. Temperature rise versus beam

injection time is simulated with the finite-element code, ANSYS. Mises equivalent stress can be

calculated with the ANSYS code too, but an analytic solution is available and much more

convenient in this special case [H. Takei and H. Kobayashi]:

where, x and y are the horizontal and vertical beam radii, I is beam current, Rmax is the

stopping power of the Bragg curve, is the density of the material, cv is the specific heat, is the

coefficient of linear expansion, E is the modulus, and m, the yield strength.

Uranium beam 100 MeV/u, 200 kW, 90°, Nb and SS reaches the melting points in about 100 

Uranium beam 100 MeV/u, 200 kW, irradiate on niobium 200 , at 15° and 90° incident angles

Full power uranium beam may cause accelerator component damage in only 40 , yield stress 

Two types of beam losses should be properly monitored and protected from excessive activation

and accelerator component damage:

1) Abnormal beam loss caused by accelerator element failure, which may redirect the beam to a

component other than the target, and cause component damage in a very short time

2) Loss from beam halo in normal operation, may not cause immediate component damage , but

could interrupt operation

A fast response machine protection system (MPS) is required to a high power SRF linac, such as

FRIB. Special protection designs are also necessary at a few locations where beam size is

smaller and power density is too high, e.g, entrance to the stripper, and entrance to the target,

where an accelerator component damage may happen in less than 10 , which is beyond the

capacity of the MPS.

At FRIB, most limiting beam apertures are cryomodules and SC cavities. Because increase the

aperture of either QWR or HWR cavity is expensive, but reduce apertures of magnets and other

beam transport lines could be more problematic no more margin. While beam halo to the level

as low as 10-5 to 10-4 is very difficult to precisely predict with multi-particle tracking simulations.

Proposed solutions: halo collimators and movable beam scrappers at lower energy, whenever

necessary for high power beams.

MPS response time and critical device  

CONCLUSION

Abrupt beam loss from a beam element failure at the FRIB driver linac may cause

accelerator component damage in a very short time. A fast response MPS as well as

other protection designs are important for routine operation. In addition, excessive

beam loss from halo formation in the linac under normal operation conditions should

also be properly monitored, and flexible mitigation techniques are considered for high

power beam.
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Two remaining questions:

1) How short time needed for a high power beam to cause unrecoverable cavity damage at 2K?

2) What beam power level is considered safe for a beam scrapper adjacent to a cryomodule?



LINAC 16 is also unique 
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To be held in Country Style University Town 
 Keeping the America’s Mid West Tradition in the 
good old days 
 Local people friendly, warm-hearted  
 Safe: Girl students walking around down town 
midnight (of course, due care is still necessary)    

Good food: Michigan is farmers’ state. MSU started 
from its agriculture department, which is still major in 
MSU. Good fruits, vegetables, beefs, local beers and 
local wines, in particular, MSU-brand ice cream,  

All Natural. 
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See You  

At  

Michigan in 2016 


